
What's The Deal With Generation Alpha? 
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Social researcher Mark McCrindle uses "Generation Alpha" to describe the population born after Gen Z.

For years, it seemed news outlets were fixated on the millennial generation ( aka Generation Y) and the 
many items and industries it supposedly "killed." 

Before that, there was Generation X, aka "the MTV Generation." Now there's a strong interest in 
Generation Z - the mysterious "Euphoria" cohort. 

But what comes after X, Y and Z? Some consider the final nature of those labels to be a perfect 
metaphor for the state of the world. 

Still, as long as people are continuing to procreate, there must be a name for the generation that 
follows Generation Z and some sense of its defining characteristics. 

So what are those characteristics? HuffPost spoke to demographers and other experts studying 
generational shifts to find out. 

Meet 'Generation Alpha' 







Franke also believes technological advancements, combined with the rising cost of college, will allow 
Generation Alpha to reject traditional education and pursue learning through other avenues. That 

attitude promotes "the passion economy" as younger generations may continue the growing trend of 
freelancing and starting their own businesses. 

Does It Have To Be 'Alpha'? 

While names like Generation X and Generation Alpha may seem boring, timing-based labels like Baby 
Boomers or Millennials are actually aberrations, according to McCrindle. 

"I have found from my generational research that generic labels rather than descriptive ones are likely 
to last," he said. "A label like Gen X, Gen Y, Gen Z or Gen Alpha provides a blank canvas on which a 
generation can create their own identity rather than have a descriptive label, relevant for just a segment 
of the cohort or for a period of time, pinned on them. And while some Gen Xers bemoan that label, for 
a while there it was 'slackers' and 'baby busters,' and labels like 'latch key kids' and 'the MTV 
generation' as they were also called seem ridiculous for this generation who are now entering their 
mid-fifties." 

Similarly, labels like "the dot com kids" and "the iPod generation" for millennials ( aka Gen Y) have 
come to seem short-sighted, McCrindle added. 

"This newest American generation displays unprecedented diversity in almost every dimension 
one can examine - ethnicity, nativity, income, family arrangements, you-name-it. "
- Elwood Carlson, demographer and professor of sociology

Carlson, however, prefers generational names with descriptive value rather than "this 'ABC' stuff' 
which he believes makes these groups "sound like interchangeable parts in a factory" and betrays a 
general lack of imagination. 

"This newest American generation displays unprecedented diversity in almost every dimension one 
can examine - ethnicity, nativity, income, family arrangements, you-name-it," he said. "If they are 
going to have a name, it should be a name that reflects this disunity, this diversity, this growing 
inequality of life chances. In fact, this unprecedented diversity of life experiences is going to make it 
more problematic than ever to say that they have any common denominator as a generation - except 
perhaps this diversity itself, which may prevent any clear or coherent generational identity from taking 
hold among them." 

Carlson offered "the Divergents" as a possible label befitting this generation. 

What Comes After Alpha? 

If the members of Generation Alpha are coming into the world today, it may also be time to look 
forward to what the following generation will be. 

"Generational definitions are most useful when they span a set age range and so allow meaningful 
comparisons across generations," said McCrindle, emphasizing that he identifies Generation Alpha as 
spanning the years 2010 to 2024. "So it follows that Generation Beta will be born from 2025 to 
2039," he continued. "If the nomenclature sticks then we will afterwards have Generation Gamma and 
Generation Delta. But we n,nn 't hP 0Ptt1no tl-.PrP 11nt1l tl-.P c;,pf'nnrl 1-.� lf nf tl-.P 'J 1 c;,t rPntnn, c;,r, tl-.PrP 1c;, 

nlPnh, nf t1mP tn rPflPf't nn the labels."




